GAME TABLE

LUDOVIC

BASE PRICING
£2150 - £3150
FIRST PAYMENT
£1200
SHIPPING IN THE UK
£100-£200
SHIPPING WITHIN THE EU
AND THE USA
£200 - £400 Contact us to estimate.

BASE INCLUDES
• Choice of size
• Choice of wood
White European Ash
White Oak
• Conversion varnish
• Game Vault System
7cm Vault depth
Clear Acrylic Layer
Suction Cup to lift Acrylic Layer
Table colour Vault Floor
• Internal and External Rail System
• 2 Standard drawers

ALL PRICES ARE VAT EXCLUSIVE
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HARDWOOD LEAVES
Geeknson leaves create a protective
top surface that covers over the
depth of your coffee table.
All our Leaves are part of our KEEP
DRY SYSTEM to protect yuor game
area from spills.
ORIENTATION
Lengthwise – £260 - £340
Widthwise - £180 - £220

GAME VAULT SYSTEM
Hardwood Leaves
3” Vault depth
Clear Acrylic Layer
Suction Cup to lift Acrylic Layer
Table colour Vault Floor
INSET - manufactured separately
- for more details please
see p.11

STRAKE BOARD
This special board prevents game
pieces from rolling beneath the Leaves.
Price - £50
PRINTING
We offer a variety of high quality
printing: clear grids and hexes,
terrain maps, and game board maps.
These go under the clear acrylic layer
to create a safe, flat, spill-proof gaming
area that doubles as a wet/dry erase
surface for notes and drawings.
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ACCESSORIES
The Ludovic game table comes with
the Rail System, to provide a custom
gaming experience
for each player.
Wine Glass Holder £40
Counter Holder £30
Cup Holder £45
Bin £45
Desk with Shelf £105
Acrylic Bin £15
Dice Tower £60

DRAWERS AND SOUND SYSTEM
The Ludovic table brings you a first in Game/Dining tables, 3 Bluetooth speakers
built into the table base. These powerful speakers offer fantastic sound with the
table acting as a guitar in amplifying the sounds. Easy to use with simple control
from your Bluetooth device (smart phone, laptop, tablet) allowing music
or a game soundtrack to be played any time. The USB port also means you can
connect your device to the table and use Ludovic as a power supply for changing
your phone while you sit and play or eat.
The Ludovic table has built in drawers and offers 3 different drawers
to choose from.
ALL PRICES ARE VAT EXCLUSIVE

Accessories can be purchased
separately and at any time.
ALL PRICES ARE VAT EXCLUSIVE

STANDARD DRAWER
Standard two drawers come for free.
Any additional drawer is £90 each.
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PLAYER DRAWER
A player drawer that can act as a desk
£120 each.

GAME MASTER (GM) DRAWER
A large GameMaster drawer
£180 each.
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LED LIGHTS
To illuminate your games we can install
the RGB lights and they can come with
a remote or they can be operated
through the App.
Price - £220
ALL PRICES ARE VAT EXCLUSIVE

BESPOKE
This is for the customer looking to
have something special made
for them and them alone.
We can offer the highest
degree of customisation.
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CHAIRS
Geeknson chairs are manufactured to
the highest standards and with style.
We only use hardwood frames which
are glued screwed
and dowelled for strength.
Price range £110 - £200
ALL PRICES ARE VAT EXCLUSIVE
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LIDS AND INSETS
These one-piece, lightweight, replaceable (not refinish-able) surfaces that are used for card games, dice games, games with
chips and tiles, or any game that requires a little friction to keep the game pieces in place. LIDS sit on the same ledge that
your hardwood leaves rest on. INSETS rest on the acrylic layer down inside the Game Vault. We offer a variety of
fabrics - Baize, Stretched Velveteen and Iwan Simonis Speed Clotht in various colours. Additional option is to have your inset
or lid in to halves. - SPLIT INSET. Another option is to have your inset printed in full colour.
Price range (size, type and fabric variable) £170 - £500
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WOOD TYPE
European Ash Wood (left)
Ash appeals for its elegance,
lively and robust look.
Growth Area - Europe
Compared with Oak(100%) - 103%
No additional cost.
White Oak
Additional cost £350 to the final price.
Dark-pigmented wood provide a
beautiful antiquing effect.
It also protects the wood
from discolouration.
Growth Area - Central Europe
INTERNAL RAIL SYSTEM
Comes for free as a standard.
STAINS
Additional cost - £200
We have a limited number of stains.
ALL PRICES ARE VAT EXCLUSIVE
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TA BLES FO R GAMERS
Designed in the UK
Manufactured in the EU

Web: www.geeknson.com
Email: info@geeknson.com

